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More than the Sum of its Parts

The Free Address modular furniture 
system offers a single, integrated solution 
for today’s wide variety of workstyles, while 
maximizing space and bringing people 
together. Designed for open plan schemes, 
this next-generation system exists to 
improve the spaces in which we work.

Whether it’s used for heads-down focus, 
team collaboration, quick touchdowns, 
or impromptu lunch gatherings, 
Free Address provides a dynamic, 
spontaneous environment that encourages 
collaboration and fosters community.
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CONNECT.

COLLABORATE.

INSPIRE.

CREATE.
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A Venue to Connect

These are common areas for individuals 
to connect with their teams. Free Address 
is composed of casual task settings 
with seating fixed at a supportive 18” 
guest height in combination with highly 
accessible, convenient work surfaces. 
The system provides numerous spaces 
to collaborate, generate ideas, inspire 
creativity, and encourage team building.
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An Agile Workspace

Every detail of Free Address’s agile 
design effortlessly accommodates 
a wide range of workstyles: cubbies 
for short-term convenience, lockers 
for longer-term work, desks for 
focused tasks, and a lounging area 
for gathering and sharing ideas.
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A Central Spot

As the central hub of 
an open plan space, the 
café or kitchen is the 
perfect spot to connect 
with others and take a 
well-deserved break. 
Free Address provides 
an ideal place for 
grabbing lunch with a 
coworker—or just having 
a quick catch-up. It’s the 
water cooler of today’s 
workspaces.
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A Place to Learn

Free Address presents a casual, 
inviting, cooperative learning zone 
for students to socialize, study, and 
recharge. Comfortable settings 
like Free Address physically and 
psychologically promote a sense of 
well-being and effectively serve as an 
extension of the classroom or simply 
an accommodating gathering place.
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A Warm Welcome

From hotels to corporate lobbies, 
successful hospitality settings 
are centered around the guest. 
Everybody needs a comfortable 
place to touch down and plug in—
or relax and unplug. Free Address’s 
design supports all these activities 
in the most welcoming way.
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Purposeful Design for Everyone
Free Address is a visually light, 
modular system designed on a 
simple 15” grid. Components are 
arranged on dynamic frames, 
making it easy to create your ideal 
layout and maximize space.

1918
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The Details Matter
Free Address stands out for its details. 
This versatile, flexible system can be 
specified to include a range of features 
including lockers, cubbies, desks, 
tables, power ports, lounge areas—
even planters to bring nature inside.

Seating (18” guest height)
Power ports
Privacy screens
Tables & Desks

Cubbies
Private cubbies
Lockers
Planters
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Integrated Power
In our mobile world, integrated 
power is an essential component of 
any furniture system. Free Address 
effortlessly accommodates both 
speed and scale and allows you to 
customize your own power scheme.
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Free Address gives you virtually endless 
options for curating a layout that inspires 
creativity, encourages community, and 
delivers performance. Here are some popular 
layouts that can serve as thought-starters.

For more typicals and pricing visit 
stylexseating.com.



    Follow us on Instagram  
@stylexseating

For over 60 years Stylex has produced furniture 
for the modern workplace with careful 
consideration given to balancing aesthetics, 
performance, value, and service. A design 
driven, inventive spirit has led the company 
to collaborate with top designers, delivering 
furniture pieces that add beauty and function 
to any space. Stylex designs all its products for 
a long, useful life by using quality materials 
that foster durability and sustainability.

The Free Address furniture system was designed  
by Stylex in collaboration with Gensler.

For more information on Free Address 
and other Stylex products, visit stylexseating.com.


